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Oasis Of the seas PrePares tO amaze
Spirit of Why Not Guides Ship’s Design

 since the first appearance of its  
signature Viking Crown Lounge in 1970, 
royal Caribbean has consistently pushed 
the boundaries of what’s possible on a 
cruiseliner. Over the years, their engineers 

and designers have constantly asked “Why 
Not?” again and again, in order to bring 
more innovative and incredible things to 
their guests. 
 And now, under the flag of  
the Nation of Why Not, royal  
Caribbean is preparing to 
launch their greatest example 
of Why Not ever—Oasis of 
the seas. 
 says royal Caribbean 
Cruises Ltd. Chairman & 
CeO richard Fain, “For 
us a ship isn’t just a ship, 
but rather, a collection of 
amazing experiences that chal-
lenge all limitations. Oasis of the 
seas exemplifies how we continue to 
break the mold time and again.” 
 Adam Goldstein, President & CeO of 

the Nation, remarked, “We wanted to build 
something that had features and options on 
a scale that the world had never seen  
before.” 

 Harri Kulovaara, exec. VP, Mari-
time, summed it up for the group 

by saying, “We asked ourselves 
one simple question—‘Why 
Not?’ Instead of just load-
ing up with amazing expe-
riences, why not create dis-
tinct neighborhoods?
 Why not create a Central 

ParksM at sea with lush 
tropical grounds? Or a 

boardwalk with the world’s 
first floating carousel? Why not 

offer multi-level lofts with floor-to-
ceiling windows and breathtaking 

views? Why not design dual climbing  

walls sur rounding a state-of-the-art Aqua-
theatersM? simply stated, why not build 
‘incredible’?” 
 And that seems to be just the beginning.

. Oasis     seas .of
the

we build incredible

natiOn’s newlyweds take vOws 
 Of why nOt

 While most newlyweds are busy saying 
“I do,”  guest residents of royal Caribbean’s 
new Nation are just as likely to be heard 
saying “Why Not” on their wedding day. 
 According to the Nation of Why Not’s 
wedding department, royal romance, their 
explorer WeddingsM Program, is designed 
to give active bridal couples the opportunity 
to create the most unique and memorable 
wedding day possible. 
 Couples who wed in the Nation of 
Why Not can choose from a variety of 
exciting onboard or shoreside locations for 
their once-in-a-lifetime ceremony. 

 “the Flowrider, rock-climbing wall, 
a glacier, a vineyard, a rainforest. the 
variety of locations a couple 
can choose from for a wedding 
on the Nation of Why Not is 
second to none,” said Valerie 
Mahon of the Nation’s royal 
romance program. “While 
most traditional wedding 
planners may spend their 
t i m e  a s k i n g  w h y ,  w e  a s k  
Why Not?” 
 though the Nation’s explorer Wedding 
packages offer more excitement than the 

typical at-home wedding, they are often  
a  f rac t ion  o f  the  cos t ,  and  requi re 

infinitely less planning than a  
land wedding.
 “You can choose a beautiful 
vineyard or european castle 
for your wedding ceremony, 
and the best part is, you can 
do it  a l l  worry-free,”  says 
Gina Basulto, royal romance 
Wedding Consultant. “We can 

take care of all the details, from flowers, to 
pre-ceremony manicures, to entertainment 
for the after-wedding reception.”

 Not only do explorer Weddings offer 
a once-in-a-lifetime experience for bride, 
groom and family, its benefits to the 
Nation’s travel Agents are numerous, when 
you consider that wedding couples in 
the Nation of Why Not often choose an 
upgraded stateroom. But the best part of all 
is the loyalty to the Nation of Why Not 
that explorer Weddings build. Couples 
often return for anniversaries, reunions and 
vow renewals. 
 “Hopefully, we’ll see them for years to 
come,” says Basulto. 
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citizens thrive in 
land Of why nOt
Possibilities, Encouragement  
Make Nation Great
 According to numerous reports 
from guest citizens, life aboard the 
Nation’s 21 states (previously called 
ships) is like no other place on earth.
 “It’s like entering a different 
world,” says Karen Gerwin, 38, a  
guest citizen aboard 
Ma je s t y  o f  the  
seas. “You feel like 
y o u  c a n  t r y  any-
thing without being 
embarrassed.”
 this is, appar-
ently, no coincidence. 
 “the Nation is 
all about creating  
a culture of possibili-
ties and encourage-
ment,” says eJ Howard, a resident  
citizen (also known as the crew) aboard 
Freedom of the seas. With so many  
activities onboard, we encourage our 
citizens to try them all. that’s where 
our Gold Anchor service® comes in.”

 the Nation’s Gold Anchor ser-
vice provides the framework to ensure 
that every resident citizen does every-
thing possible to create an amazing 
experience for the Nation’s guests. It’s 
all about the unexpected smile, the 

offer to help, and 
encouraging visitors 
to the Nation to  
enjoy themselves as 
much as possible. 
Whi l e  the  rock-
climbing wall and 
Flowrider might be 
someth ing  most 
guest citizens would 
never consider on 
dry land, something 

happens once one comes  aboard 
the  Nat ion  o f  Why Not. 
 “When someone feels truly at 
home with where  they are ,  the  
possibilities are endless,” explains 
Howard. 

“It’s like entering  
a different world,”  

says Karen Gerwin,  
38, a guest citizen  

since age 15.

 In an unprecedented move, royal Caribbean  
International® has officially seceded from land, and 
established itself as the Nation of Why Not,sM a place 
where innovation and imagination rule supreme. 
the nation will sail the world’s oceans in its 21 states  
(previously called ships), governed by the principles 
of “Why Not,” according to representatives from 
royal Caribbean.
 the Nation of Why Not may be only days old, 
but its philosophy of “Why 
Not” has guided royal Carib-
bean since its founding in 1968. 
“While other cruise lines have 
always asked why, we’ve always 
asked ‘Why Not?’,” said Adam 
Goldstein, President & CeO of 
royal Caribbean International, 
and now the Nation of Why Not. 
“It’s why we were the first cruise 
line to build ships for the sole purpose of cruising  
the Caribbean.”
 the Nation’s President & CeO is also quick to 
point out that the founding of the Nation of Why Not 
is not a revolution, but an evolution of what royal 
Caribbean has always done: give their guests more 
things to say “Why Not” to than any other cruise va-
cation, or place, in the world. royal Caribbean “Why 
Not” firsts have included the signature wraparound 
Viking Crown Lounge,® cantilevered whirlpools, the 
Flowrider® surfing simulator, onboard rock-climb-
ing walls, boxing rings and ice skating rinks. “some-
where along the way, our ships became not just a way 
to travel, but a destination in themselves,” Goldstein 
says. “With so many things to do here, it’s like its 

own country, so we figured why not start our own nation?”
 the Nation sails to over 284 ports worldwide, and is 
home to over 20,000 resident citizens (also known as the 
crew), responsible for showing the ways of “Why Not” 
to more than 50,000 guest citizens each week.
 “It’s all about inspiring our guests to do 
things they would never dream of on dry 
land,” says royal Caribbean VP of sales 
Ken Muskat. “After all, where else can 

you rock climb 
in the middle 
of the ocean, 
or ice skate on 
the equator?” 
While royal 
Caribbean now 
officially con-
siders itself 
a  na t ion , 

President & CeO Goldstein 
stresses the fact that other than 
a few flags, a new advertising 
campaign, and an even greater 
sense of pride, not much will 
change at royal Caribbean, 
other than the usual stream 
of amazing innovations,  
of course. 
 “We are still royal 
Caribbean,” President & 
CeO Goldstein says, 
“And now we’re also the 
Nation of Why Not.”

“With so many
things to do here, 

it’s like its own country.”
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For all the news on the nation go to 
cruisingpower.com/whynot

 royal Caribbean’s new Nation is 
not just about onboard innovation, it’s 
about saying “Why Not?” to more and 
more destinations around the world. 
 Why not set sail to over 284 ports 
in 81 countries on six continents? 
While the Nation of Why Not will 
always hold a special place in its heart 
for the Caribbean, it is committed to 
allowing its guests to say Why Not to 
ports further afield, like Panama, south 
America, Australia, Asia and New 
Zealand. royal Caribbean’s all-new 
2009 Why Not Cruise and Cruisetour 
Itinerar ies are even scheduled 
to include denmark, Greece, spain  
and turkey.
 so with that kind of open invitation 
to fill up a passport and collect stamps 
from countries around the globe—why 
not arrive in Copenhagen with views 
that only a ship can provide? Why not 
set sail from the birthplace of Picasso? 
Or experience a Cruisetour to the 
ruins of the ancient Colosseum? Why 
not vacation to the land where east  
meets west? 
 royal Caribbean’s new Nation of 
Why Not is dedicated to asking “Why 
Not?” to more things, more experiences 
and  more  p l a ce s  than  any  o the r 
vacation experience on earth.

 In the Nation of Why Not, all guest citizens are 
encouraged to try the things they have always wanted 
to do—to try the Flowrider without fear, to sample 
new cuisines or discover new cultures—to pack more 
W hy Not  moments  in to  a  f ew day s  than  many  have 
experienced in an entire lifetime. All guest citizens are 
invited to see the world differently, from the vantage 
point that only a zip line, a towering rock-climbing 
wall, or a deck chair can provide.
 everything that the Nation of Why Not does is to 
provide the stage for its guest citizens to rediscover 
their Why Not sides, the part of themselves that doesn’t 

quest ion, but s imply enjoys. the innovations of  the 
nation’s states (previously called ships) are second to 
none, and the sheer imagination put into their onboard 
activities is world-class, from Broadway-style shows 
to the Adventure Ocean® program for kids. 
 All guest citizens of the Nation are encouraged to 
share their favorite Why Not moments, and connect 
with other guest citizens of the Nation. the Nation’s 
new social networking site, nationofwhynot.com, is a 
place for guest citizens of all ages to upload a profile, 
photos, and written accounts of their favorite Why 
Not moments. 

Bill Ehninger, Guest Citizen of Independence of the Seas,® 
hung ten in his very first attempt on the Flowrider.

Paul and Holly Charbonnier, Brilliance of the Seas® 

Guest Citizens, said why not just stroll on a sandy beach.

 Guest citizens of the Nation of Why Not 
looking to rediscover a better version of themselves 
can continue their health regimen with the 
Nation’s Vitality™ Program. the program offers 
new fitness and spa offerings, wholesome culinary 
choices, and a variety of onboard and shoreside 
activities designed to reconnect guests with their 
“Why Not” selves. 
 “this all-encompassing program is designed 
to encourage and educate our guests to achieve 
wellness through a balance of lifestyle choices 
that may even include the occasional dessert or 
an indulgent morning spent sleeping in,” said 
Jessica Correa, director of Brand Innovation & 
Alliance Marketing. 
 the Vitality Program provides guest citizens 
of the Nation of Why Not the opportunity to 
incorporate sports and fitness into their cruise 
vacation, with onboard activities like fitness 
training, jogging and inline skating. A variety of 
spa treatments are also available to encourage  
guests to take their relaxation to the next level. 
tai Chi, meditation classes, and therapeutic 

Chinese medicinal offerings and acupuncture  
are just a few of the “Why Not” treatments the 
Nation’s onboard spas provide. 
 the Nation also believes that Vitality should 
extend well beyond the onboard experience, and 
encourages on-shore excursions designed to 
promote a healthier lifestyle. Activities include 
biking and zip lining on Labadee,® Haiti, the 
Jungle Bike Adventure on Cozumel, and kayaking 
and snorkeling in a variety of exotic locations to 
rejuvenate the senses. 
 the Vitality Program also gives guests more 
dining choices to reinvigorate the body and soul. 
energy bars, protein and green tea drinks, and 
tazo iced and hot teas have been added to menus. 
And healthier meal options, including trans fat-
free meals, all-natural ingredients and freshly 
prepared breads and meals, will be offered 
fleet-wide. 
 “Guests will be able to get their feet wet with 
one or two of the Vitality elements or have a total 
experience with onboard spa and fitness classes, 
shoreside activities and special menus,” says Correa.
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natiOn says “why nOt” 
tO healthier cruising

natiOn abOunds with  
why nOt mOments

Innovation and Imagination Rule Supreme in Floating Nation

natiOn Of why nOt brOadens hOrizOns
Says “Why Not” to More Worldwide Destinations Than Ever Before

 Another Perfect Day in the Nation of Why Not:
Just a sampling of the Nation’s favorite Why Not moments

the Rhapsody of the Seas® in sydney Harbor, Australia.

For answers and news on the nation go to cruisingpower.com/why not

The Epstein Family, Adventure of the Seas® Guest 
Citizens, reconnected at Johnny rockets.®

Sarah Levi, Guest Citizen of Freedom of the Seas,® draws 
first masterpiece with the Adventure Ocean® program.

Michael Stoopack, Mariner of the Seas® Guest Citizen, 
sank a hole-in-one at 150 feet above sea level.

Victoria Harrington, Guest Citizen of Voyager of  
the Seas,® attended three yoga classes—in one day.
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ask vicki
 By Vicki Freed 
  Sr. Vice President of Sales & Trade Support & Services

Dear Vicki:
 When my clients ask 
about the Nation of Why 
Not, what can I tell them 
about this new nation, and 

why they should go there?
– Nate Goodson

dear Nate,
 the Nation of Why Not is a place where guest 
citizens are invited to broaden their horizons, 
loosen up a bit, and rediscover their laid-back 
“saturday selves.” But most importantly, it ’s a 
place to ask “Why Not?”

 Why not try climbing our rock wall  
in the middle of the Pacific?

 Why not spend all day being pampered 
in one of our spas? 

 Why not let the kids spend all day in 
the H2O Zone? (Yes, even parents  
have the chance to say “Why Not”  
in the Nation.)

 Our outstanding staff (our resident citizens) 
uphold our Gold Anchor service® and live by 
the principles of “Why Not.” they create an 
atmosphere onboard that encourages our guest 
citizens to try new things without hesitation 
and experience all that the Nation of Why 
Not has to offer. this is what separates royal 
Caribbean from the rest.

Dear Vicki,
 What type of clients should I recommend 
to visit the Nation of Why Not?
– Sarah Ahlers

dear sarah,
 the  Nat ion  o f  W hy  Not  i s  the  idea l 
destination for all sorts of clients to declare 
their independence from ordinary vacations. A 
place for families to reconnect over hamburgers 
at Johnny rockets. For couples to reignite their 
romantic flames on a gondola ride in Venice. 
For adventurous spirits to surf the Flowrider. 
For friends to create memories to last a lifetime. 
For high-rollers to hit the tables at Casino 
royale.sM And, of course, for the overworked, 
looking to do nothing at all for once. Perhaps 
you should have asked who not to send—that ’d 
be a much shorter list.

Dear Vicki, 
 Now that Royal Caribbean is the Nation 
of Why Not, what should I do differently as a 
travel agent?
– Trish Tagle

dear trish, 
 the  l aunc h  o f  ou r  Na t ion  o f  W hy  Not 
campaign—with exciting new tV, print and 
online elements—should afford travel agents 
new reasons and opportunities to market royal 
Caribbean to their clients. We wouldn’t be 
where we are today if it weren’t for you—you’ve 
helped build the Nation. there have been over 
20 million guest citizens that have sailed with 
us since 1970. In launching the Nation of Why 
Not, we ask that you just keep doing what you’ve 
been doing. Just remember: we’re still royal 
Caribbean, providing amazing experiences for 
people of all ages, but now we’re also the Nation of  
Why Not.

For more Why Not moments, go to  
nationofwhynot.com
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 royal Caribbean’s new Nation is 
not just about onboard innovation, it’s 
about saying “Why Not?” to more and 
more destinations around the world. 
 Why not set sail to over 284 ports 
in 81 countries on six continents? 
While the Nation of Why Not will 
always hold a special place in its heart 
for the Caribbean, it is committed to 
allowing its guests to say Why Not to 
ports further afield, like Panama, south 
America, Australia, Asia and New 
Zealand. royal Caribbean’s all-new 
2009 Why Not Cruise and Cruisetour 
Itinerar ies are even scheduled 
to include denmark, Greece, spain  
and turkey.
 so with that kind of open invitation 
to fill up a passport and collect stamps 
from countries around the globe—why 
not arrive in Copenhagen with views 
that only a ship can provide? Why not 
set sail from the birthplace of Picasso? 
Or experience a Cruisetour to the 
ruins of the ancient Colosseum? Why 
not vacation to the land where east  
meets west? 
 royal Caribbean’s new Nation of 
Why Not is dedicated to asking “Why 
Not?” to more things, more experiences 
and  more  p l a ce s  than  any  o the r 
vacation experience on earth.

 In the Nation of Why Not, all guest citizens are 
encouraged to try the things they have always wanted 
to do—to try the Flowrider without fear, to sample 
new cuisines or discover new cultures—to pack more 
W hy Not  moments  in to  a  f ew day s  than  many  have 
experienced in an entire lifetime. All guest citizens are 
invited to see the world differently, from the vantage 
point that only a zip line, a towering rock-climbing 
wall, or a deck chair can provide.
 everything that the Nation of Why Not does is to 
provide the stage for its guest citizens to rediscover 
their Why Not sides, the part of themselves that doesn’t 

quest ion, but s imply enjoys. the innovations of  the 
nation’s states (previously called ships) are second to 
none, and the sheer imagination put into their onboard 
activities is world-class, from Broadway-style shows 
to the Adventure Ocean® program for kids. 
 All guest citizens of the Nation are encouraged to 
share their favorite Why Not moments, and connect 
with other guest citizens of the Nation. the Nation’s 
new social networking site, nationofwhynot.com, is a 
place for guest citizens of all ages to upload a profile, 
photos, and written accounts of their favorite Why 
Not moments. 

Bill Ehninger, Guest Citizen of Independence of the Seas,® 
hung ten in his very first attempt on the Flowrider.

Paul and Holly Charbonnier, Brilliance of the Seas® 

Guest Citizens, said why not just stroll on a sandy beach.

 Guest citizens of the Nation of Why Not 
looking to rediscover a better version of themselves 
can continue their health regimen with the 
Nation’s Vitality™ Program. the program offers 
new fitness and spa offerings, wholesome culinary 
choices, and a variety of onboard and shoreside 
activities designed to reconnect guests with their 
“Why Not” selves. 
 “this all-encompassing program is designed 
to encourage and educate our guests to achieve 
wellness through a balance of lifestyle choices 
that may even include the occasional dessert or 
an indulgent morning spent sleeping in,” said 
Jessica Correa, director of Brand Innovation & 
Alliance Marketing. 
 the Vitality Program provides guest citizens 
of the Nation of Why Not the opportunity to 
incorporate sports and fitness into their cruise 
vacation, with onboard activities like fitness 
training, jogging and inline skating. A variety of 
spa treatments are also available to encourage  
guests to take their relaxation to the next level. 
tai Chi, meditation classes, and therapeutic 

Chinese medicinal offerings and acupuncture  
are just a few of the “Why Not” treatments the 
Nation’s onboard spas provide. 
 the Nation also believes that Vitality should 
extend well beyond the onboard experience, and 
encourages on-shore excursions designed to 
promote a healthier lifestyle. Activities include 
biking and zip lining on Labadee,® Haiti, the 
Jungle Bike Adventure on Cozumel, and kayaking 
and snorkeling in a variety of exotic locations to 
rejuvenate the senses. 
 the Vitality Program also gives guests more 
dining choices to reinvigorate the body and soul. 
energy bars, protein and green tea drinks, and 
tazo iced and hot teas have been added to menus. 
And healthier meal options, including trans fat-
free meals, all-natural ingredients and freshly 
prepared breads and meals, will be offered 
fleet-wide. 
 “Guests will be able to get their feet wet with 
one or two of the Vitality elements or have a total 
experience with onboard spa and fitness classes, 
shoreside activities and special menus,” says Correa.
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natiOn says “why nOt” 
tO healthier cruising

natiOn abOunds with  
why nOt mOments

Innovation and Imagination Rule Supreme in Floating Nation

natiOn Of why nOt brOadens hOrizOns
Says “Why Not” to More Worldwide Destinations Than Ever Before

 Another Perfect Day in the Nation of Why Not:
Just a sampling of the Nation’s favorite Why Not moments

the Rhapsody of the Seas® in sydney Harbor, Australia.

For answers and news on the nation go to cruisingpower.com/why not

The Epstein Family, Adventure of the Seas® Guest 
Citizens, reconnected at Johnny rockets.®

Sarah Levi, Guest Citizen of Freedom of the Seas,® draws 
first masterpiece with the Adventure Ocean® program.

Michael Stoopack, Mariner of the Seas® Guest Citizen, 
sank a hole-in-one at 150 feet above sea level.

Victoria Harrington, Guest Citizen of Voyager of  
the Seas,® attended three yoga classes—in one day.
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ask vicki
 By Vicki Freed 
  Sr. Vice President of Sales & Trade Support & Services

Dear Vicki:
 When my clients ask 
about the Nation of Why 
Not, what can I tell them 
about this new nation, and 

why they should go there?
– Nate Goodson

dear Nate,
 the Nation of Why Not is a place where guest 
citizens are invited to broaden their horizons, 
loosen up a bit, and rediscover their laid-back 
“saturday selves.” But most importantly, it ’s a 
place to ask “Why Not?”

 Why not try climbing our rock wall  
in the middle of the Pacific?

 Why not spend all day being pampered 
in one of our spas? 

 Why not let the kids spend all day in 
the H2O Zone? (Yes, even parents  
have the chance to say “Why Not”  
in the Nation.)

 Our outstanding staff (our resident citizens) 
uphold our Gold Anchor service® and live by 
the principles of “Why Not.” they create an 
atmosphere onboard that encourages our guest 
citizens to try new things without hesitation 
and experience all that the Nation of Why 
Not has to offer. this is what separates royal 
Caribbean from the rest.

Dear Vicki,
 What type of clients should I recommend 
to visit the Nation of Why Not?
– Sarah Ahlers

dear sarah,
 the  Nat ion  o f  W hy  Not  i s  the  idea l 
destination for all sorts of clients to declare 
their independence from ordinary vacations. A 
place for families to reconnect over hamburgers 
at Johnny rockets. For couples to reignite their 
romantic flames on a gondola ride in Venice. 
For adventurous spirits to surf the Flowrider. 
For friends to create memories to last a lifetime. 
For high-rollers to hit the tables at Casino 
royale.sM And, of course, for the overworked, 
looking to do nothing at all for once. Perhaps 
you should have asked who not to send—that ’d 
be a much shorter list.

Dear Vicki, 
 Now that Royal Caribbean is the Nation 
of Why Not, what should I do differently as a 
travel agent?
– Trish Tagle

dear trish, 
 the  l aunc h  o f  ou r  Na t ion  o f  W hy  Not 
campaign—with exciting new tV, print and 
online elements—should afford travel agents 
new reasons and opportunities to market royal 
Caribbean to their clients. We wouldn’t be 
where we are today if it weren’t for you—you’ve 
helped build the Nation. there have been over 
20 million guest citizens that have sailed with 
us since 1970. In launching the Nation of Why 
Not, we ask that you just keep doing what you’ve 
been doing. Just remember: we’re still royal 
Caribbean, providing amazing experiences for 
people of all ages, but now we’re also the Nation of  
Why Not.

For more Why Not moments, go to  
nationofwhynot.com
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Oasis Of the seas PrePares tO amaze
Spirit of Why Not Guides Ship’s Design

 since the first appearance of its  
signature Viking Crown Lounge in 1970, 
royal Caribbean has consistently pushed 
the boundaries of what’s possible on a 
cruiseliner. Over the years, their engineers 

and designers have constantly asked “Why 
Not?” again and again, in order to bring 
more innovative and incredible things to 
their guests. 
 And now, under the flag of  
the Nation of Why Not, royal  
Caribbean is preparing to 
launch their greatest example 
of Why Not ever—Oasis of 
the seas. 
 says royal Caribbean 
Cruises Ltd. Chairman & 
CeO richard Fain, “For 
us a ship isn’t just a ship, 
but rather, a collection of 
amazing experiences that chal-
lenge all limitations. Oasis of the 
seas exemplifies how we continue to 
break the mold time and again.” 
 Adam Goldstein, President & CeO of 

the Nation, remarked, “We wanted to build 
something that had features and options on 
a scale that the world had never seen  
before.” 

 Harri Kulovaara, exec. VP, Mari-
time, summed it up for the group 

by saying, “We asked ourselves 
one simple question—‘Why 
Not?’ Instead of just load-
ing up with amazing expe-
riences, why not create dis-
tinct neighborhoods?
 Why not create a Central 

ParksM at sea with lush 
tropical grounds? Or a 

boardwalk with the world’s 
first floating carousel? Why not 

offer multi-level lofts with floor-to-
ceiling windows and breathtaking 

views? Why not design dual climbing  

walls sur rounding a state-of-the-art Aqua-
theatersM? simply stated, why not build 
‘incredible’?” 
 And that seems to be just the beginning.

. Oasis     seas .of
the

we build incredible

natiOn’s newlyweds take vOws 
 Of why nOt

 While most newlyweds are busy saying 
“I do,”  guest residents of royal Caribbean’s 
new Nation are just as likely to be heard 
saying “Why Not” on their wedding day. 
 According to the Nation of Why Not’s 
wedding department, royal romance, their 
explorer WeddingsM Program, is designed 
to give active bridal couples the opportunity 
to create the most unique and memorable 
wedding day possible. 
 Couples who wed in the Nation of 
Why Not can choose from a variety of 
exciting onboard or shoreside locations for 
their once-in-a-lifetime ceremony. 

 “the Flowrider, rock-climbing wall, 
a glacier, a vineyard, a rainforest. the 
variety of locations a couple 
can choose from for a wedding 
on the Nation of Why Not is 
second to none,” said Valerie 
Mahon of the Nation’s royal 
romance program. “While 
most traditional wedding 
planners may spend their 
t i m e  a s k i n g  w h y ,  w e  a s k  
Why Not?” 
 though the Nation’s explorer Wedding 
packages offer more excitement than the 

typical at-home wedding, they are often  
a  f rac t ion  o f  the  cos t ,  and  requi re 

infinitely less planning than a  
land wedding.
 “You can choose a beautiful 
vineyard or european castle 
for your wedding ceremony, 
and the best part is, you can 
do it  a l l  worry-free,”  says 
Gina Basulto, royal romance 
Wedding Consultant. “We can 

take care of all the details, from flowers, to 
pre-ceremony manicures, to entertainment 
for the after-wedding reception.”

 Not only do explorer Weddings offer 
a once-in-a-lifetime experience for bride, 
groom and family, its benefits to the 
Nation’s travel Agents are numerous, when 
you consider that wedding couples in 
the Nation of Why Not often choose an 
upgraded stateroom. But the best part of all 
is the loyalty to the Nation of Why Not 
that explorer Weddings build. Couples 
often return for anniversaries, reunions and 
vow renewals. 
 “Hopefully, we’ll see them for years to 
come,” says Basulto. 
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citizens thrive in 
land Of why nOt
Possibilities, Encouragement  
Make Nation Great
 According to numerous reports 
from guest citizens, life aboard the 
Nation’s 21 states (previously called 
ships) is like no other place on earth.
 “It’s like entering a different 
world,” says Karen Gerwin, 38, a  
guest citizen aboard 
Ma je s t y  o f  the  
seas. “You feel like 
y o u  c a n  t r y  any-
thing without being 
embarrassed.”
 this is, appar-
ently, no coincidence. 
 “the Nation is 
all about creating  
a culture of possibili-
ties and encourage-
ment,” says eJ Howard, a resident  
citizen (also known as the crew) aboard 
Freedom of the seas. With so many  
activities onboard, we encourage our 
citizens to try them all. that’s where 
our Gold Anchor service® comes in.”

 the Nation’s Gold Anchor ser-
vice provides the framework to ensure 
that every resident citizen does every-
thing possible to create an amazing 
experience for the Nation’s guests. It’s 
all about the unexpected smile, the 

offer to help, and 
encouraging visitors 
to the Nation to  
enjoy themselves as 
much as possible. 
Whi l e  the  rock-
climbing wall and 
Flowrider might be 
someth ing  most 
guest citizens would 
never consider on 
dry land, something 

happens once one comes  aboard 
the  Nat ion  o f  Why Not. 
 “When someone feels truly at 
home with where  they are ,  the  
possibilities are endless,” explains 
Howard. 

“It’s like entering  
a different world,”  

says Karen Gerwin,  
38, a guest citizen  

since age 15.

 In an unprecedented move, royal Caribbean  
International® has officially seceded from land, and 
established itself as the Nation of Why Not,sM a place 
where innovation and imagination rule supreme. 
the nation will sail the world’s oceans in its 21 states  
(previously called ships), governed by the principles 
of “Why Not,” according to representatives from 
royal Caribbean.
 the Nation of Why Not may be only days old, 
but its philosophy of “Why 
Not” has guided royal Carib-
bean since its founding in 1968. 
“While other cruise lines have 
always asked why, we’ve always 
asked ‘Why Not?’,” said Adam 
Goldstein, President & CeO of 
royal Caribbean International, 
and now the Nation of Why Not. 
“It’s why we were the first cruise 
line to build ships for the sole purpose of cruising  
the Caribbean.”
 the Nation’s President & CeO is also quick to 
point out that the founding of the Nation of Why Not 
is not a revolution, but an evolution of what royal 
Caribbean has always done: give their guests more 
things to say “Why Not” to than any other cruise va-
cation, or place, in the world. royal Caribbean “Why 
Not” firsts have included the signature wraparound 
Viking Crown Lounge,® cantilevered whirlpools, the 
Flowrider® surfing simulator, onboard rock-climb-
ing walls, boxing rings and ice skating rinks. “some-
where along the way, our ships became not just a way 
to travel, but a destination in themselves,” Goldstein 
says. “With so many things to do here, it’s like its 

own country, so we figured why not start our own nation?”
 the Nation sails to over 284 ports worldwide, and is 
home to over 20,000 resident citizens (also known as the 
crew), responsible for showing the ways of “Why Not” 
to more than 50,000 guest citizens each week.
 “It’s all about inspiring our guests to do 
things they would never dream of on dry 
land,” says royal Caribbean VP of sales 
Ken Muskat. “After all, where else can 

you rock climb 
in the middle 
of the ocean, 
or ice skate on 
the equator?” 
While royal 
Caribbean now 
officially con-
siders itself 
a  na t ion , 

President & CeO Goldstein 
stresses the fact that other than 
a few flags, a new advertising 
campaign, and an even greater 
sense of pride, not much will 
change at royal Caribbean, 
other than the usual stream 
of amazing innovations,  
of course. 
 “We are still royal 
Caribbean,” President & 
CeO Goldstein says, 
“And now we’re also the 
Nation of Why Not.”

“With so many
things to do here, 

it’s like its own country.”
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